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Abstract
Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common, complex, multifactorial skin disorder of infancy and childhood. Many affected
children show positive SPT and IgE antibodies towards a large variety of foods and some aeroallergens. The
relationship between AD and food allergy has been established by double blind placebo controlled food challenge
tests and by significant improvement after appropriate elimination diet.
Although it has been suggested for many years that inhalant allergens may induce AD only in the last decade the
role of house dust mite in AD has been investigated.
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Introduction
It has been reported that adult patients with AD and without
asthma have high levels of IgE [1-7] and IgG antibodies towards the
Der P1 allergen of Der p [8-12]. In addition, eczematous skin lesions
occurred applying mite allergen by PT to the cutis of patients with AD,
thus suggesting a link between AD and Der p exposure [12-18].
However the methodologies used by different authors widely varied,
namely the procedure and the site of the PT application, the allergen
preparation and the time between PT application and reading.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the PT response to Der
p in children with AD and in their parents and to evaluate the
cutaneous xerosis in the parents of the atopic children [19].
The data of the present study show that a significantly higher
proportion of children with AD and their parents have positive PT to
Der P than the controls (p<0.001). In addition we have shown that
xerosis was more common in the parents of the children with AD in
comparison to the parents of the atopic children without AD
(p<0.0005).

Patients, Material and Methods
Seventy-nine atopic children with AD who consecutively attended
our clinic from October 1990 until January 1991 were enrolled into the
study.
They were 45 males and 34 females with median age of 4 years and
8 months (range 5 months to 13 years) and, as a control group, 20
healthy children (11 males and 9 females) with median age of 4 years
and 6 month (range 6 months to 11 years and 6 months) and 11
healthy adults (5 males and 6 females aged 29-36 years) with negative
personal and familial history of atopic diseases.
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The 79 children were divided into 3 groups: group 1 comprised 31
children who had AD at the enrollment (median age: 4 years and 8
months, range: 5 months to 13 years); group 2 comprised 23 children
who had suffered from AD, but the disease was cured (median age: 3
years, range: 1 year and 6 months to 9 years and 7 months); group 3
comprised 25 atopic children with asthma and/or rhinitis who never
had suffered from AD (median age: 5 years and 5 months, range: 1
years and 4 months to 12 years).
The diagnosis of AD was made according to the criteria of Hanifin
and Rajka [20]. The severity of AD lesions was assessed using a
semiquantitative score as previously described [6].
In addition to AD, 5/54 (9%) children of the group 1 and 2 suffered
from asthma, 10/54 (19%) had asthma and rhinitis, 6/54 (11%) had
rhinitis, 1/54 (2%) had rhinitis and conjunctivitis, 1/54 had rhinitis
and urticaria, 2/54 (4%) had urticaria.
149 parents of the atopic children (78 mothers and 71 fathers aged
from 21 to 46 years) were also studied.
The following tests were performed in all the subjects: SPT with Der
p, Lolium perenne, Parietaria officinalis, Alternaria tenuis,
lactalbumin, casein, egg-white and wheat (Lofarma - Milano, Italy) on
the volar surface of the forearm and the reaction was read at 20
minutes. In some cases additional allergens were used. A negative
control with glycerosaline solution and a positive one with histamine
(1:1000) were done. A wheal 3 mm larger than the negative control
was considered positive.
PTs with a fecal extract of Der p in vaseline (60 biological units of
Der p/cc of vaseline) (SARM - Guidonia, Italy) were done. For each
test 0.1 ml of the ointment was used. PTs were done on the healthy
skin of the interscapular region as follows: the ointment was applied
with and without a previous scratching of the skin, the scratching was
performed with a plastic needle without bleeding; the region was
occluded with a patch-test plaster (Curatest - Lohmann, Germany).
PTs with vaseline and without any substance (with and without
previous skin scratching) were also performed. PT reactions were read
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after 48-72h evaluating the onset of pruritus, papules, erythema and
vesicles through an arbitrary score (0 to 5 for each parameter). The
highest total score was 20 and a PT with a score higher than 6 was
considered positive. Application and reading of PTs were done by two
different people. Who read PTs (P.M.) was not aware of the
substances' disposition. Antihistaminic drugs and topical steroids were
stopped at least 2 weeks before the application of the PT. No child
enrolled in this study needed systemic steroids. Total serum IgE levels
were determined using Phadebas IgE PRIST test (Pharmacia Uppsala, Sweden). Specific IgE to the same allergens checked with SPT
were measured by the Phadebas RAST method (Pharmacia - Uppsala,
Sweden). First class RAST was considered positive.
Skin xerosis in parents was evaluated on clinical basis by an
arbitrary score considering skin chap, scales, keratosis pilaris and
hyper-linearity. A score from 0 to 5 could be assigned to each
parameter. We considered a parent to have "dry skin" if score was
higher than 10. Informed consent was obtained from the parent of
each child.

Figure 1: Itching severity assessed from May to November.

Statistical analysis
The analyses were performed using the X2 test and the Wilcoxon
test.

Results
Allergic features
Twenty-three out of the 54 children of the group 1 and 2 (43%) and
11/25 children of the group 3 (44%) had a positive familial history of
atopy (n.s.).
Twenty-eight out of 107 parents of the children of the group 1 and 2
(26%) and 13/50 parents of the children of the group 3 (26%) had a
positive personal history of atopic diseases (n.s.). In particular, among
the parents of the children of the group 1 and 2, 4/107 (3.7%) had
asthma and 13/107 (12%) had allergic rhinitis; among the parents of
the children of the group 3, 2/50 (4%) had either asthma and rhinitis
(n.s.). The skin was xerosic in 47/107 (44%) parents of the children of
the group 1 and 2 and only in 6 out of 50 parents of the children of the
group 3 and in no parents of the children of the control group. This
difference was highly significative (p<0.0005). Seventy-eight out of 107
(73%) parents of the children of the groups 1+2 and 37/50 (74%)
parents of the children of the group 3 had no clinical allergy (n.s.)
(Figure 1). No parent referred to have suffered from AD and no sign
and symptom due to AD were present at a careful clinical
investigation. The children with in progress or previous AD (groups 1
and 2) and the atopic children without AD of the group 3 had positive
SPT to CM respectively in 19/54 cases (35%) and in 1/23 cases (4%)
(p<0.005), to egg in 19/54 cases (35%) and in 3/23 cases (13%)
(p<0.05), to wheat in 7/51 cases (14%) and in 2/23 cases (9%) (n.s.)
and in no control group.

Skin prick test response to Der p
SPT to Der p was positive in 17/31 children (55%) of the group 1, in
12/23 children (52%) of the group 2, in 12/25 children (52%) of the
group 3 and in no control subject. RAST to Der p was positive in 14/30
children (47%) of the group 1, in 12/21 children (57%) of the group 2,
in 16/24 children (67%) of the group 3 and in no control subject. All
the differences among the groups 1 and 2 and 3 were not significative.
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Figure 2: Peripheral respiratory symptoms from May to November.

Patch test response to Der p
Figure 2 shows the results of the PTs in children. The PT was
positive in 27/31 children (87%) with AD (group 1), in 19/23 children
(83%) with previous AD (group 2), in 11/25 atopic children (44%)
without AD (group 3) and in no control subject. The difference
between group 1 and group 2 was not significative, the difference
between group 1 and 2 versus group 3 was highly significative
(p<0.001).
Among the children of the groups 1 and 2, 27/54 (50%) had positive
SPT and positive PT, 19/54 (35%) had negative SPT and positive PT
(n.s.), 8/54 (15%) had both negative SPT and PT. Among the children
of the group 3, 7/25 (28%) had positive SPT and positive PT, 4/25
(16%) had negative SPT and positive PT (n.s.) and 14/25 had both
negative SPT and PT.
The median severity score of the skin lesions induced by the PT in
the children of all groups was 11 (range 7-20) with previous scratching
and 9 (range 7-19) without previous scratching. This difference was
highly significative (p<0.0001, with the Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-ranks test).
In addition the median severity score of the skin lesions induced by
the PT was 11 (range 7-20) in children with positive SPT and 10 (range
7-15) in children with negative SPT. This difference was significative
(p<0.05).
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The SPT to Der p was positive in at least 1 parent in 9/31 (29%)
children of group 1, in 8/23 (36%) children of the group 2, and in 8/24
(33%) children of the group 3. All these differences were not
significative. 28/54 (52%) parents of the children of the group 1 and 2
had positive PT. Only 17/54 (31%) had positive SPT to Der p. This
difference was significative (p<0.05).
Figure 3 outlines the PT results in the parents. The PT was positive
in at least 1 parent in 15/31 (48%) of the children of group 1, in 13/23
(57%) of the group 2, and in 5/25 (20%) of the children of the group 3.
The difference between the group 1 and the group 2 was not
significative; the difference between the group 1 + 2, and the group 3
was significative (p<0.01).
In the parents of the children of the group 1, 2 and 3 the median
severity score of the skin lesions induced by PT was 9 (range 7-18)
with previous scratching and 8 (range 7-17) without previous
scratching. This difference was highly significative (p<0.0005, with the
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test).
In addition the median severity score of the skin lesions induced by
PT in the parents of the children of the group 1, 2 and 3 was 9 (range
7-15) in parents with negative SPT and 13 (range 7-18) in parents with
positive SPT. This difference was highly significative (p<0.005).

positive only in AD patients with positive SPT to Der p. In addition,
4/6 atopic adults not suffering from AD had PT positive response.
Reitamo et al. [19] induced eczematous lesions on normal not
manipulated skin in 3/17 patients with AD employing Der p
lyophilized commercial preparation.
Gondo et al. [18] induced a typical AD lesion on healthy skin in
4/13 adults with AD by applying twice a day for 2-5 days an ointment
containing Der f. These authors also demonstrated the penetration of
Der f (which was linked with ferritin) into the stratum corneum, the
epidermis and the dermis. However, the lesions were present only in
typical areas and only with previous skin scratch.
Adinoff et al. and Clark et al. [13, 22-23] elicited delayed cutaneous
response in 18 patients with AD applying various aeroallergens
(included Der f) extracts (20w/v in 50% glycerin) on clinically
uninvolved and not manipulated skin. Only patients with positive SPT
response to Der p had positive PT response to Der. Atopic patients not
suffering from AD did not show positive PT responses.
Norris et al. [24] applied for 5 days, 1 ml of a SPT solution
containing Der p on the unmanipulated antecubital or popliteal skin
of atopic adults with or without AD. Worsening of the skin lesions
occurred in 1/3 patients with AD and positive SPT response to Der p.
All patients with AD and negative SPT to Der p had negative PT
response.
Finally Bruynzeel-Koomen et al. [12] showed 70% positive PT
response, applying house dust mite (and pollen allergens) on the back
of AD adult patients, previously removing the superficial stratum
corneum by 15 consecutive applications of adhesive tape. No positive
responses were found in atopic patients without AD or in controls.

Figure 3: Children following a prevention develop.

Discussion
We have studied the PT response to Der p in 79 atopic children and
in their parents. The atopic children were divided into 3 groups:
children with AD (group 1), children who had suffered from AD but
the disease was cured (group 2), atopic children with asthma who have
never suffered from AD (group 3). We performed PTs on the healthy
skin of the interscapular region, with and without a previous skin
scratching.
The data of the present study show that a significantly higher
proportion of children with being or previous AD (groups 1 and 2)
have positive PT to Der P than the atopic children who have never
suffered from AD (group 3) (p<0.001), and the controls.
As previously pointed out, studies on PT performed in patients with
AD are not fully comparable due to the different methodologies
employed .
Mitchell et al. [21] carried out PT with aqueous Der p1 extract on
mildly abraded skin in 10 adult patients with AD and the PT was
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As for us, we obtained a multiform result since subpopulations of
the 54 children with AD of groups 1 and 2 with different biological
characteristics there were. The larger subpopulation was of 27/54
(50%) children with positive PT and positive SPT; 19/54 children
(35%) had positive PT and negative SPT; 5/54 children (9%) had
negative PT and positive SPT and 3/54 children (6%) had either
negative PT and SPT.
We may speculate that in children with AD and either positive PT
and SPT the allergen makes contact with IgE+-LCs which, in turn,
presents allergen to skin T-cells so inducing the late response. It has
been shown that epidermal LCs from patients with AD and high
serum IgE levels express an FcR for IgE [25]; these IgE+-LCs are able
to present allergen to autologous T cells from peripheral blood [26,27].
Moreover the important role of skin T-cell in inducing the PT test
reaction has been emphasized by a recent work of van Reijsen et al.
[28] who indicated that activated skin T-cell of a PT-biopsy was of Th2
phenotype and allergen specific.
Positive PT reaction in children with positive PT but negative SPT
may be explained by means of antigen presentation to T-cell by dermal
macrophages. These may act as antigen presenting cell thus inducing a
true late response not depending from IgE. Several lines of evidence
suggest that in mice differentiation of Th1 cells might be inhibited
during a strong Th2 response (and vice versa) [29,30]. Cytokine
synthesis inhibitory factor, produced by Th2 clones inhibits the
synthesis of several Th1 cytokines [31]. We may hypothesize, as
suggested in mice [32], that in the beginning a ThO-type T-cells
stimulation may produce both IL-4 and INF-gamma. After further and
more intense allergenic stimulation the ThO type of T-cell response
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may differentiate in Th2-type response, with the inhibition of the Th1type cells.
A different explanation of the reaction in children with positive PT
but negative SPT may be due to the intrinsic characteristics of the
allergen of Der p. As we know the fecal allergens of the house dust
mites are synthesized and secreted into the alimentary canal [33] and it
has been shown that a great part of these allergens have an enzymatic
activity [34]. In particular Takahashi et al. [35] have shown that an
aqueous extract from a mite culture of Dermatophagoides farinae
activated prekallikrein to kallikrein in normal plasma. As a
consequence, in our opinion, the proteasic activity of these substance
may trigger in a non specific and non allergologic manner the
inflammatory response.
Overall, these data indicate that the positive PT response to Der p is
not only due to the delayed phase of the IgE-mediated immune
reaction, because it may occur even without a positive SPT. As
suggested by Zachary et al. [36] we may speculate that delayed type
immune reaction to Der p may play a role in at least a subpopulation
of children with AD who have positive PT to this allergen.
Moreover, we found that PT score in all groups was significantly
higher after previous skin scratching (p<0.0001) and in children with
positive SPT to Der p compared to children with negative SPT
(p<0.05). We obtained the same significant results in the parents of all
allergic children (groups 1, 2 and 3). In our opinion the skin scratching
increases PT response because a higher quantity of allergen may
penetrate and reach the deeper layer of the skin so inducing a more
vigorous response. We may hypothesize that pruritus, whatever it is
induced, in addition to mechanical damage to the skin, worsens the
response to allergen which can easier reach and stimulate dermal
mast-cells and/or Langherans cells. Moreover, it is reasonable to
speculate that children with positive SPT to Der p have a higher
quantity of specific IgE on the surface of the cutaneous mast-cells and
Langherans' cells. This may explain the more intense response of the
PT to Der p in children with positive SPT.
Consequentially, PT to Der p appears to be more useful than SPT
and it should be performed in children with AD when house dust mite
exposure is suspected to be clinically relevant.
In order to correlate the "atopic status" of the children and the PT
response in their parents we performed PT in them, as well.
Interestingly, we found that 28/53 (53%) children of the group 1 and 2
and only 5/25 (20%) of the group 3 had at least 1 parent with PT
positive response (p<0.01) (Figure 2). Therefore positive PT response
to Der p seems to be significantly associated not only to the children
with AD, but also to their parents. Moreover, as in children, the PT
score in the parents was significantly higher both after previous skin
scratching (p<0.005) and in parents with positive SPT to Der p
compared to parents with negative SPT (p<0.0005).
Several hypothesis can be done in order to explain these data. First
of all, if positive PT to Der p is a peculiar feature of AD, the parents of
the children of group 1 and 2 might have suffered from AD, early in
life, but they might have forgotten to have had AD. Another
explanation may be that the parents of the children of group 1 and 2
may have a trivial form of AD. But this is not the case, because AD was
carefully investigated and this possibility was eventually ruled out.
It is noteworthy that the parents of the children of the group 1, 2
and 3 did not show any significant difference about the atopic state,
however, xerosis was significantly more common (p<0.0005) in the
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parents of the children of the group 1 and 2 (Figure 3). Xerosis is a
rough clinical sign and it is a frequent secondary sign of AD [20].
However, it has been suggested that it may be due to an increased
trans-epidermal water loss [37,38] or to a deficiency of intercellular
lipid (namely ceramides) of the stratum corneum [39-41]. Moreover
Tupker et al. [42] have demonstrated that dehydrated skin of AD
patients is more susceptible to non specific irritant agents. We
speculate that xerosis may get the skin more prone to environmental
allergens attack. Children with AD may have inherited (independently
each other) not only the propensity to produce IgE antibodies ("atopic
status"), but even xerosis which increases the skin susceptibility to
environmental irritants and allergens. This is an attempt of
understanding why hypersensitivity to the same allergen provokes AD
in someone and asthma in others.
In conclusion: a) AD clinical course, at least in a subpopulation of
children, may be influenced by environmental factors and Der p may
play an important role; b) sensitivity to Der p can be demonstrated
either by an immediate (SPT) or late (PT) skin positive response.
These 2 reactions may be not necessarily correlated. PT to Der p may
be positive while SPT is negative, therefore PT should be done in all
children with AD; c) we hypothesize that AD outcome may be
influenced independently by both the "atopic status" and "skin
condition". The latter may be inherited beside the atopic condition.
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